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By Dorothy Gilman

Ballantine Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mass Market Paperback. 208 pages.
Dimensions: 6.9in. x 4.3in. x 0.6in.The assignment is a snap: Mrs. Pollifax just has to shoot some
pictures at a quiet funeral outside Washington and take them to Sicily, where her old friend Farrell --
a former CIA agent turned art dealer -- anxiously awaits them. But like all Mrs. Ps assignments, so
ostensibly suitable for the CIAs favorite garden club member, this one quickly turns lethal. Her
welcoming committee in Palermo includes a most unlikely CIA agent and several unseen enemies.
Unfriendly eyes also observe Mrs. Ps rendezvous with Farrell in a secluded mountain village and
weapons are soon displayed. With mysterious forces hot after them, she and Farrell scurry for safety
to a fortified country villa, where the bizarre chatelaine, once a star on Madison Avenue, is almost as
unnerving as the dangers shes protecting them from. So, though the sun shines brightly, the food is
delicious, and romance is in the air, Mrs. Pollifax is too busy handing out karate chops and playing
catch-me-if-you-can with an assassin to enjoy the amenities . . . . Mrs. Pollifax gives Agatha Christies
Miss Marple a rival to reckon...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf will not be straightforward to get started on studying but really exciting to read. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and useful. I am just
very happy to tell you that this is basically the finest publication i actually have study during my personal daily life and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Miss Lavonne Grady II-- Miss Lavonne Grady II

It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this ebook from my dad and i recommended
this pdf to find out.
-- Gunner Lang-- Gunner Lang
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